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Accurate knowledge of the physical properties of complex fluids is of extreme importance for 
the design and optimization of industrial processes. Molecular modeling provides the means 
to model accurately phenomena at the microscopic level and predict macroscopic properties of 
complex chemical and physical systems with limited input from experimental measurements. In 
this lecture, representative examples from work related to oil, gas and chemical industry will be 
discussed.

Zeolitic-Imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) have gained impressive popularity for gas separation. 
Using accurate molecular force fields, we design new ZIF structures based on ZIF-8 through 
metal replacement that provides improved separation of alkane/alkene and of gas mixtures of 
importance to the chemical industry. New structures are expected to guide experimental work 
in the future.

A second example refers to fluids under confinement. Confined fluids are found in many 
industrial applications related to petroleum engineering (i.e., hydrocarbon fluids in geological 
formations) and chemical engineering (i.e., reactants and products in catalytic nanopores). 
In this case, the structure and physical properties are significantly different compared to the 
structure and properties in bulk. Molecular simulation using realistic force fields to account 
for fluid-fluid and fluid – confinement interactions provide valuable information regarding 
thermodynamic and transport properties over a broad range of temperature, pressure, and 
composition, without the need for any parameter adjustment to experimental data. Immediate 
applications refer to CO2 storage in geological formations and use for enhanced oil recovery 
processes.

Similar principles apply for the case of water – wax mixtures in TiO2 nanopores. This system 
is of relevance to the Gas-To-Liquid (GTL) process, an efficient Fischer-Tropsch process for 
the production of clean fuels. It will be shown that the mixture forms two phases, with water 
adsorbed on the TiO2 surface. Molecular simulation predicts that the diffusion coefficient 
of water near TiO2 is up to two orders of magnitude lower than in the bulk, at the same 
temperature. These predictions have significant implication for the 
design of the GTL process.
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